


WET
TRANSFERS 
The biggest issue relating to using ordinary decals is the 
varnish which creates a glossy film around the decal. It is 
quite hard to work with classic decals the way to make this 
film invisible and it is impossible to reach a good result in 
case of metallic surfaces. OK, there are dry transfers on the 
market but work with them is also quite uncomfortable, it 
is hard to place them correctly and a modeler has the one 
chance only.

HGW's Wet Transfers are similar to ordinary decals. It is 
possible to move them during the attaching process and to 
find the best position. Then just push the water from below 
the transfer, let it dry for few hours, remove the transfer foil 
and the work is done. Only text or symbol stays attached to 
the surface. 



F-4 Phantom II - Stencils 1/48 - 248020

Spitfire Mk.IX - Markings + Stencils - 1/48 - 248083

MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION

Package contents:
-14x Markings
-3x Stencils 

Stencils for F-4 Phantom II (Eduard, Academy) in 1/48 scale. Wet transfer technology means that decal 
doesn‘t leave any signs of varnish or typical film after its application, so only text or symbols stay 
attached to the surface.

RESTOCK

https://hgwmodels.cz/en/148-scale/948-f-4-phantom-ii-stencils-148-248020.html
https://hgwmodels.cz/en/wet-transfers/958-spitfire-mkix-markings-stencils-148-248083.html


F6F-5 Hellcat - Stencils 1/48 - 248075

Spitfire Mk.IX - Markings + Stencils - 1/48 - 272030

MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION

Package contents:
-6x Markings
-3x Stencils

https://hgwmodels.cz/en/wet-transfers/950-f6f-5-hellcat-stencils-148-248075.html
https://hgwmodels.cz/en/wet-transfers/952-spitfire-mkix-markings-stencils-148-272030.html


F6F-3 Hellcat - Stencils 1/48 - 248073

F6F-3 Hellcat - Markings + Stencils - 1/48 - 248081

MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION

Package contents:
-5x Markings
-3x Stencils 

https://hgwmodels.cz/en/wet-transfers/957-f6f-3-hellcat-markings-stencils-148-248081.html
https://hgwmodels.cz/en/wet-transfers/951-f6f-3-hellcat-stencils-148-248073.html


F4U1-A „Jolly Rogers“ - 1/32 - 232905

MORE INFORMATION

https://hgwmodels.cz/en/wet-transfers/974-f4u1-a-jolly-rogers-132-232905.html


F4U-1 Corsairs Aces over Solomon Islands - 1/32

F4U-1 BIRDCAGE - 1/32 - 232904

MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION

https://hgwmodels.cz/en/wet-transfers/972-f4u-1-birdcage-132-232904.html
https://hgwmodels.cz/en/wet-transfers/973-f4u-1-corsairs-aces-over-solomon-islands-132-232903.html


A5 sheet. This type is transparent, so it is possible, through base colour, to regulate final 
shade of the decal.
Pasted/fixed/glued, puttied and polished model paint by base 
white (it is suitable to polish also this coloured layer before 
applying wooden decals). The decals are transparent, so it is 
necessary to apply base colour. It is possibe to mark off sin-
gle panels by using different shades of base colour (white, of 
white, yellow). Then cut required shape of panel (with 2 mm 
overlap) and apply as same as ordinary decal (use Mr. Mark 
Setter, Mr. Mark Softer). After these processes cut protruded 
wooden decal with very sharp knife.
By this technique it is possible to create very believable 
imitation of the wooden surface without skill in using of oil 
paints.

Light wood - Transparent (NO GRID) 
1/32 532057

Dark wood - Transparent (NO GRID) 
1/32 - 532058

Light Plywood - Transparent (NO GRID) 
1/32 - 532059

Dark wood - Transparent (NO GRID) 
1/48 - 548026

MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION

TRANSPARENT DECALS

https://hgwmodels.cz/en/hgw-decals/956-light-wood-transparent-no-grid-132-532057.html
https://hgwmodels.cz/en/hgw-decals/953-dark-wood-transparent-no-grid-148-548026.html
https://hgwmodels.cz/en/hgw-decals/954-light-plywood-transparent-no-grid-132-532059.html
https://hgwmodels.cz/en/hgw-decals/955-dark-wood-transparent-no-grid-132-532058.html


SEATBELTS 
HGW seatbelts were and still are something like revolution in 
plastic scale models market. They are made from real textile 
and for the most realistic look we apply very high quality prin-
ting techniques on them. We are focused on belts fall into the 
first halt of 20th century at the moment but we are working 
some projects related with modern airplanes. It is not well 
known fact that we produce also belts for sport cars.
The main technological improvement in development of our 
premium product was changeover to laser precut seatbelts. 
This made the use and application of them more comfortable 
and easier and at the same moment quality of whole product 
went higher because we started to use laser for simulation of 
belts stitching



Albatros D.V / D.Va - Seatbelts 1:32 - 132611

MORE INFORMATION

P-51D Mustang (Revell) - Basic Line Plus 1/32

MORE INFORMATION

Basic Line Plus is our special product edition in which we‘re combining textile seat belts, masks and 
stencils which we consider to be the most important accessories for successfull model-bulding.

Textile seat belts designed for aircraft Albatros D.V / D.Va 
by Wingnut Wings. Belts are made from real microfibre and 
in combination with included photo etched buckles they 
look highly realistic. This product is available in 1/32 scale.

https://hgwmodels.cz/en/seatbelts/960-albatros-dv-dva-seatbelts-132-132611.html
https://hgwmodels.cz/en/masks/959-p-51d-mustang-revell-basic-line-plus-132-132829.html


https://hgwmodels.cz/en/306-miryoku
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F4-U1 Tamiya 1/32

HGW wet transfers & seat belts




